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HIGHLIGHTS

This study addresses the healthcare services problems which focus on the upcoming and
promising areas of medical research and proposed a novel approach integrating in big data
analytics and Apache. The proposed approach will improve the healthcare services fastly and
efficiently. The big data analytics can continually evaluate clinical data in order to improve
the effective practices of physicians and improved patient care.
__________________________________________________________________________

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The patient community always excepts to avail a broad range of healthcare services at
affortable cost with personalized recommendation. In addition to physician’s clinical
diganosis, they have an opportunity to gain more medical knowledge through digital
platofrm.While a variety of reseach exists to support healthcare services in the healthcare
oganizations, still the services are delayed or not provides on right time especially for
developing countries. This study intends to investigate the problems and proposed a novel
approach integrated with emerging technolgies in big data analytics and Apache Spark to
improve the healthcare services.

M ATERI ALS

AND

METHODS

The core value of big data has been effectively utilized for the identification of behavioural
patterns of the consumers to develop innovative business services and solution. In the
healthcare sector, the implication of big data serves predictive analytical techniques and
machine learning platforms for the provision of sustainable solutions such as the
implementation of treatment plan and personalied medical care. (1-3) The research design
which includes, clinical data acquition, data normalization, Feature extraction, Applied into
proposed data analysic method then, perform the analysis and data visualization. The data
samples have been used in this study is from a secondary data source which is acquired from
California Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey in data. Gov website. The total
acquired sample data sets are 550. After the data normalization received 505 complete data
sets, it can be used for big data analysis. Apache Spark is utilized for batch and streaming
process of big data analytics and machine learning to predict different human diseases. The
collected data is stored in Map R-Database. This R-Database provides easy, measurable, fast
read and writing of data. Apache drill is used for data exploration and preprocessing of the
data in a schema-free Structured Query Language (SQL) query engine. Open Database
Connectivity (ODBC) with apache drill provides facilitating tools for handling existing big
data analysis. Napier Technologies enterprise capabilities provide for global data centre
replication.

RESULTS
Many big data analytics tools focus on either analytics or data processing. Some frameworks,
like Apache Spark, support both. These enable developers and data scientists to use the same
tools for real-time processing; complex extract, transform and load tasks; machine learning;
reporting; and SQL. (4, 5) This is important because data science is a highly iterative process.
A data scientist might create 100 models before arriving at one that is put into production.
This iterative process often involves enriching the data to improve the results of the models.
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FINDINGS
Big data analytics involve a complex process that can span healthcare and business
management, data scientists, developers and production teams. The data visualization report
is the best solutions always cater to the comprehensive requirement of various stakeholders
involved in the healthcare domain. With impact of big data, healthcare domain was
revampled and offered intensive solutions for handling diversified big data source that range
from patient health record to medical images. This study reviews various research attempts in
establishing healthcare services and technologies.Big data analytics has the potential to
transform the way healthcare providers use sophisticated technologies to gain insight from
their clinical and other data repositories and make informed decisions. The proposed
methodology will ensure a successful big data analytics implementation program,
organizations should cultivate analytics architects from their existing talent pools of solution
architects with analytics skills or data scientists with engineering and technical skills.
Conversely, practitioners in this profession should develop analytic skills to fill the demand
for this vital role.
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